
 

October Internet Hunt 

Directions: Click on the linked words to follow the link. Find the answer and write it on your answer sheet. Click the 
Back button to return to this hunt page. Printer version (These getting back tips may be helpful)

1. For those of us who live in Northeastern America, the brightly colored, fall leaves are a glorious sight. What three 
factors give the leaves their many fall colors?

2. Weather is a factor in the coloration of the leaves in fall. List three weather factors that contribute to the color of the 
leaves.

3. The Hickory is a very useful tree. Use the Nature Walk in this web activity. List 3 different ways people use them.

4. Pumpkins are popping up practically everywhere! How did the Colonists cook pumpkin pie? 

5. Chickadees gather and store seeds to prepare for winter. What is this called? Helpful hint - Use the Find 
command to scan the text rather than read the whole page. To do this using Netscape or Internet Explorer: go 
Edit ... Find. Enter the search for word. Click Find. That word or words will be highlighted. Edit ... Find 
again will take you to the next occurrence on the web page.
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6. If you wanted to see the best fall foliage show, where should you go Oct. 12th? (This is a puzzler. If you are looking 
before Oct. 12th, consider what resource would help you predict the best spot. If you are looking after Oct. 12th, what 
resource might offer the best clue? Look there.) Use the Go Menu to return to this hunt.

7. Frost is a form of precipitation. How is frost formed?

 

8. You spy a woolly worm caterpillar crossing the sidewalk. Its black bands are wider than the brown 
one. What weather does this predict? 

9. Tackle the MathMastery Squirrel problem. 

  

  

  

10. October 10th gets me thinking of really big numbers. Scientists use the powers of 10, also called Scientific 

Notation, to communicate these huge numbers. 

Convert the American name to the power of ten (Scientific Notation). Some research is indicated ;-).

a. ten

b. billion

c. octodecillion

d. googol 
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11. John Adams was born October 19th. What events influenced him to support the Revolution?

12. Antonio Vivaldi composed a piece of classic music called The Four Seasons. The concerto Autumn was about what 
event? Offline - Find a copy of The Four Seasons. Have you ever heard Autumn before?

 

13. On the last Sunday in October, many people "fall back", setting their clocks back one hour. List 2 time keeping 
devices used BEFORE there were modern clocks. 

Did they set them back? Why or why not?

14. I hear October is a good time to see an Aurora. Why? What are the chances you'll see one from your backyard? 
(Hint: Consult the maps.)
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15. The United Nations was founded October 24, 1945. What are the purposes of the UN?

16. October 5th is National Change a Light day. Why should we change to compact fluorescent light bulbs?

What percentage of the lights in your home are fluorescent?

Challenges: 

Autumn Internet Hunt Check out Clockworks

Autumn Crossword Puzzle Review NSF Scrub Club for some handy info and advice

Solve the History Mystery Message Vote for School Lunch - School Lunch Week October 9-13

Autumnal Computer Paint and Draw project Discover a Daughter of Liberty

Explore the Powers of Ten
The Sweetest Girl Takes on the World - Listen and 
consider

Become a more powerful web researcher by checking out these special Google Services.

On October 28, 1886, she was dedicated. Explore this site about her in depth. Compare the length of your index finger 
to hers. 

" There is no frigate like a book, To take us lands away." Emily Dickinson
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